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TAITO CORP.
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2019
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Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8.1/10 (64bit)

Processor: 2.0 GHz+
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DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Limited Offline Play (Steam login required every 7 days)
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boring and repetitive,,
too short. Worth the price and good but short game for history fans.

Pros:
- Interesting story
- Lots of good background info into the historical context of organizations and events

Cons:
- Short (2.5 hours)
- A little difficult to keep track of characters (for me personally)
- Choices don't really matter (Looking at you too Telltale...)

Overall, it's worth the price if the history of Iran sounds like something you might be interesting in. 7.5/10. i♥♥♥♥♥to dis.
Let's get this out of the way, this doesn't appear to be a game where you play a machine of your choosing and earn rewards.
Each machine has a win state in which you get up to 2 stars. The more stars you have the more machines are available. Once you
complete a machine there is little point to go back to it. You can, however, if you so desire.

Graphically the game is passable. Although, there are no settings. None. Zilch. Hope you like fullscreen and stretched (I have a
21:9 monitor and some settings... at least fullscreen\/windowed would have been nice). The audio varies by machine. I'm not
sure if this is by design or if it's because some are unfinished.

Now, let's go machine by machine.

Stacker machine

The first machine isn't one of my favorites. It's one of those where you have to press a button to drop digital blocks (on
a screen... on your screen... so meta-blocks) on top of one another to reach a certain height. This one is quick to pass
and not very enjoyable. The background audio is pretty good here, though. Nice ambience of an arcade area.

Slam a winner

This machine has a spinning plate with holes, each with a different point value assigned. The object is to get the
dropped bouncy ball to go into holes with high enough point values to total the amount needed to get 2 stars. I don't
think I've ever seen one of these machines in person.

Bulldozer

First of all, I HATE these machines. I have never found much enjoyment out of them as the win-to-lose ratio is far too
low. The prizes in real life are usually pretty fantastic, though, because of this reason. But, I still hate them. And, it's a
game where stereoscopic vision is pretty important, and it doesn't translate well to a 2D game. (I know it's a "3D game"
but it's on a 2D screen) This one may be the game that frustrates people. But, the object is to get enough points to get 2
stars to get to the next machine. Each hole which the pusher can enter has a block behind it with an assigned number of
points.

Coin pusher

Finally! The meat of the game I was looking for! I love coin pushers. I once filled 2 giant trash bags full of won stuffed
animals from our county fair. I probably spent close to $75... but still. There are no points you need to achieve to get
stars here. Instead, the stars are laying on top of the coins and you just need to push them off. I want to see more of
this style of gameplay added. The physics are decent at best, though. The pusher moves at full speed, but the coins fall
and bounce in slooooooow motion. It's not a frames issue, they just react like it's quarter gravity. Even then this is still
the most enjoyable machine, for myself anyways. It would have been better if there were other collectable objects that
appear randomly each time you go to the machine to make the replay value high enough. But, it's still fun to try and get
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the 2 stars again on this one.

Table football

This one was in test mode when I played, and couldn't get stars. The table looks nice and the physics felt okay. But not
much to say here yet, it's foosball.

Overall, it's a hard call whether to recommend this. I will say it's not for everybody. The game is clearly in it's early
stages and more will come. But if you enjoy arcade games it's one to watch. However, given its current price of under
$2, I say give it a go if you enjoy arcade style games and want to encourage further development. I know I do.. This is a
neat little VR game. It was fun to explore the apartment to see what I could find and I have to say that I loved Godzilla.
That was a nice touch. I'm a bit sad that the TV didn't work and I couldn't start an alien invasion with either the
helicopter or the plane. This game also doesn't have very much replay value. Sadly. Having said that though I would
recommend this game to other VR players out there. It's only $6 and offers a fun experience. It's also great to show off
when people come to visit as it's a perfect intro to VR game.

If you want to check out my experience with VROOM: Aerie then feel free to check out the video below.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NFOUbjN81YU. OK,

  I love this game, I stumbled upon it years back now and I was so happy to find it. The game is very In depth and is the type of
game where you can do anything you want in the game. There is alot to it so take your time but you can learn it. Not everyone is
goin to like it, but if you like strategy games, like C&C or othe planetary control type games this is what you have been waiting
for, I mean everything from government control, resource management and development, diplomacy, trading, military, soical
spending, space race, researching units and tech on huge tech tree of detail and scale and to top it off, you can be any country in
the world from the small island nations to the USA, China, Russia, France, and England - and there resepcted colonies of the
time, also there is many other small and medium sized countires which are independent and playable from a very unique
perspective. Military production and personell are under your direct control or you can let the AI do the work, you have a load
of options on how they approach through user controlled to cpu\/minister control also there is options for how agressive and
how many casualities you should sustain during battle. There is setup-up options galore for the map, you can win by economic,
military, sphere, complete and many more options so the game is playable at many angles and replayable (try being Ireland,
Liberia, Haiti, Egypt, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan and more) Also the historically acurate points of hisotry will\/should kick in i.e.
1939 invasion of Poland, Austrian takeover, Rhineland re-occupy, Invasion of france and Russia, now For military building and
deployment there is a very thorough and detailed unit line up with historically accurate units of the period army, navy, airforce.

check out my youtube intro video : http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nGyyWcdhjXk&feature=youtu.be

If you like hearts of iron 3 - this is a shoe in and I personally prefer it over HOI

This is a very detailed game - and it is not a resource hog untill mass units (keep fog of war on) -

Great Value at $30.00
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It's in beta and this is just the beginning so Its only going to get better, with your constructive involvement with the fourms.

Live Long, For give me 100,000 men and I shall conquer the world.
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There is nothing to do... I don't see any reason for all the thumbs up. I understand this is alpha, but there is no real game to play.
You float around, you can shoot birds, you send weird teddy bears marching about, you can make big holes or mountains, but
there's really no point to any of it yet. None of your actions matter and your changes to the world aren't even saved.. I didn't
complete game fully, but I did get all achivments, and oh god
I really like it, the design, the idea, but after few hours you understand,
that's just repeating all over again and again the same thing, but with different colors.
That's just became annoying, but over all, I enjoyed playing it.
6\/10. Great game, great and funny songs.

Text is a little hard to see at first but you get used to it.

Great fighting machanics and weapon system.

Spells make the game a fun way to strategize around the enimies or to kill them. It's pretty lit... Try it haha. A true Roguelike
with fresh ideas, dinamic gameplay and enticing replay value. I want to share you my joy of talking about it and my experience
with it.

 Plot 
It’s an excuse-plot: there’s a Lantern shinning, out of nowhere, down in the dungeon under your living town; you, out of
curiousity, go down to check it out, traveling to the bowels of the Earth. Simple, which for me is good, since the game focused
all its strenght into gameplay, variability and pleasant/nasty surprises. A LOT of them.

 Fresh ideas 
-It has original ideas that pair well with RPGs, you’ll notice them quickly. The most pertinent is the mysterious Lantern: a
capricious relic that sheds colorful lights upon the dungeon, it has effects over everything: you and monsters –  this is a fun
mechanic that you need to unravel, master and study, it’ll take responsability upon your greatest success or miserable
death. 
-Turn-based RPGs seem tedious when you’re OP and need to kill petty enemies, wasting time; not here,  you can Auto-kill
instantly those unworthy of your might to save you annoyance. This is the definition of a considerate Dev. 

 Looks good 
-Upon starting the game you’ll notice a window with pixel letters and will quickly find out the style is remindfull of old
pixelated, colorful games, with 2D tiles and animated sprites. I grew with these games and find the style very charming, but god,
it was deceiving: the sprite’s cuteness suggested a soft ride, killing things for money, singing at my brandish rythm with each hit,
feeling in control. Suddenly I was hiding in a corner, behind a door, from a murderous Troll and snakes, weary and tired, with
no more than a Cherry in my pocket and no hope of survival, mourning my soon-to-be death corpse; I found a pond and thought
I should fish for food to eat, just to find the most evil surprise and insidious demise –  don’t let the graphic’s and plot’s
simpleness fool you, the game’s complex, rich, polished and deep regarding everything else, specially gameplay, combat
and exploration. 

 Plays really good 
-As a loyal RPG you take the rol of a silent ‘Xtoli’ with little to no background for you to impersonate and fill in the blanks - 
 you take decitions in class choice, battle commands and field tactics; you better decide well if you want to live. 
-You get to choose one of four default nostalgic classes, with their unique stats and skills. Brandish heavy weaponry as a
Warrior; cast the elements as a Wizard; steal the enemy scat free as a Thief or purify evil as a Cleric.  They’re all different,
justified and offer a unique experience to your runs. 
-It has turn-based movement and combat, it allows you to think what’s the best move to make with every step or command; you
walk into graphically shown monsters (no random encounters) to engage battle or you do your best to avoid them (they’re feral
and don’t usually care about your lvls); this frightening feeling puts your brain to work and fight your greed for loot –  a very
fun, rewarding survival experience. 
-It’s a dungeon crawler. You crawl in a set of randomized hundreds of maps and corridors, with all manner of monsters, hazards,
rare events, and, of course, loot - a whole another story. The variability of maps is large; in every run you’re up to face a
different combination of conditions; you never know what to expect from the wayward Lantern –  the replay value is very
good, you get to discover new maps and treasures regularly, even after 60+ hours on record. 
-As simple as it sounds, taking turns beating monsters, there’s more than meets the eye: you can only act as much as your STM
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allows, you won’t play “mashing action button mindlessly”, unless you want to die. You study your enemy’s strenghts and your
own weaknesses; each monster, be it low or high lvld, probes its mettle and you need to outsmart them –  the strategy and HP
and STM management comes into play and rewards you with money and your life. 

 Rougelikeness 
-It’s a hard game, from beggining to end, with no easy choice. Some classes seem easier than others, but that’s because you may
not be playing them according to their skills –  it’s not about conquering everything. There’s a lot to learn and it brings
great satisfaction when you discover deeper tactics. 
-Woe: permadeath; you die, you start fresh –  it can be frustrating, but dying is part of the fun and the game; be relieved,
in one of your runs you’re bounded to find mighty gear to help you advance. 
-Like hardcore, classic RPGs, ETL’s controled by God of Dices, RNG. At times you get lucky, or you discover you could lose
your clothes if you try gambling, but the interesting thing is that, 80% of the times, dying’s your own fault.  Your decitions,
management and picking your fights define your fate. 

 Loot 
-D&D from old was about the exp, loot and buying equips and beer. ETL nods to these traits. You’ve little control to buy items
and beers (you can, not at your whim), you find gear, gold and items in random barrels and chests, be these vessels on the floor
or carried (or items equipped on the enemy for you to Steal) by powerful monsters and bosses –  the item catalogue’s huge,
with hundreds of items to be exposed and are floor leveled, but randomized. I daresay the first 80 runs will promise a
new item with wonderows effects or smooth jokes and puns to get, if you reach far for high lvl stuff. 

 Bosses 
-No fine RPG exists without a bunch of tougher boys ready to kill, caring not about your fancy armors and witty skills. There’s a
bunch of optional bosses (if you can avoid them), with an arsenal of skills and weapons.  They’re a test of your intelligence;
you make every turn count and the funniest part is the high chance of getting mythical stuff or great riches from them.
Some rarer bosses require luck to spawn, adding more replay value. 

 Unlockable 
-There’s only one:  the ultimate challenge, for if it wasn’t hard enough. 

Sounds good
-The music’s well done and well composed, it has an 8-bit instrumental feeling and a modern approach to electronic genre? It
isn’t simbiotic music: most main songs you’ll be listening weren’t made to enforce the game’s atmosphere or context. You won’t
hear eerie dungeon music, but upbeat songs that lift a joyful mood. That soon changes with battles. They’re all nice and pleasant
to hear in the background.
-The game has 8-bit-like sounds that pair with your actions, they work outstandingly well with the graphics.

Lastly
-It’s an indy game, made almost entirely by a single person (to my knowledge) It’s reached a high polished state with minor bugs
and no crashes. I had only 2 softlocks, which Dev’s looking into them.
-The game’s cheap, worth a lot more than what it costs.
-It’s gone through may large updates –  they’re all free DLC, no extra charge. This is truly a time travel experience to the
past, where games were fun, completed, optimized and out of the microtransaction madness. 
-ETL’s Dev is the most efficient one I’ve met, he’ll listen to your suggestions, reports and thoughts in a daily basis and usually
fixes any bug or discrepancy you find in a matter of days, if possible –  it’s an excellent performance of his; usually I see a
hotfix downloading the next couple of days after I submited a bug report. The game isn’t abandoned. 
-He’s provided official guides to git gud – the game’s about learning where you can and keen observation.
-It’s an awesome, challening game that pushes your skills and luck and punishes you for bad choices and careless behavior. The
vast replay value’s a nice hobby for completionists and a dareful challenge for those seeking it.
-The Lantern colors play a heavy rol, if you’re colorblind, the game’s an effective HUD to show the name of the current color.
How thoughtful.

The game is totally worth buying, owning and playing.. Wonderful, challenging runner. My wife gave it a try and she's hooked
too! Overall, a nice pick up and put down game that's well worth the price.. A short but interesting puzzle game, it is a simple
standard platformer, the art style and music make it feel relaxing even though some levels frustrating, especially when trying to
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collect tokens, which is a important task to get skins for your droplet.

Completed the game in about 4 hours, but returned for few more bc its a good choice when you have little time to play and
more elabored games are hard to keep up playing little time each day, so if you have that much time to spare, do give it a shot
since its completely free.. This is a great mod that is very well made. There are refreshing new maps, new weapons and
uniforms, and you can even play as the British. There aren't tons of people playing this, but I still had fun playing on a server
with like 12 people and some bots because the new content is just cool. The western front servers need more players!. This
game is very interesting, it does quite abit I love but for every plus there are some big minuses, if you are a moderate flight
game player you might enjoy what this game tries to do, I would wait until some AI updates and flight models updates (like
every other review says but it holds true) otherwise it is an interesting experience. Random bad review reveal revoted.
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